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An unfolding story
A unified and coherent picture for the mechanism of protein folding is
emerging. The crucial factor in folding is the cooperativity of multiple
interactions that is required for stability of the folded state.
The folded structure of a protein is unique and exceed-
ingly complex, and the folding process even more so.
Most studies of folding have been hampered by the com-
plexity and cooperativity of the process, as well as the
slow cis-trans isomerization of proline residues that ob-
scures the productive folding process. However, remark-
able progress is being made by Alan Fersht and his
colleagues in determining the mechanism of folding of
two proteins, the small ribonuclease, barnase, and chymo-
trypsin inhibitor-2 (CI2), a serine protease inhibitor from
barley [1].
There are several reasons why Fersht and colleagues have
succeeded so well. First, they selected two proteins with
very favourable properties - barnase and CI2 both lack
covalent crosslinks or substantial amounts of slow-fold-
ing species. Second, they employed the latest methods of
protein engineering, especially site-directed mutagen-
esis. Third, they carried out rigorous physical organic
chemistry analyses of the effects of the mutational re-
placements. And fourth, they correlated these effects
with structural studies. The results with the two differ-
ent proteins are complementary and consistent with
observations made with other proteins. They point to a
mechanism of folding that may well be general to most
small globular proteins.
The unfolded state
The unfolded (U) state of a protein is difficult to charac-
terize as it is so heterogeneous, every molecule of a pop-
ulation having a unique conformation at each instant of
time [2]. Therefore, only average population properties
can be measured for an unfolded protein. There is, how-
ever, accumulating evidence that unfolded proteins gen-
erally approximate random coils under all conditions,
although with weak local interactions and some ten-
dency to adopt helices. Furthermore, the random coil
U state can be in rapid equilibrium with the 'molten-
globule' state, which is disordered but compact, or with
cooperative folded structures.
Staphylococcal nuclease appeared to be a notable excep-
tion to this view - the evidence suggested that the U
state of staphylococcal nuclease varies markedly in its
properties under different conditions, and is sensitive to
mutation. It has recently been shown [3,4], however,
that the mutation sensitivity is due to a distinct, partly
folded state, and that the U state of staphylococcal nucle-
ase is actually as unfolded under all conditions as is the
classic unfolded protein, reduced alkylated ribonuclease
A [3]. The U states of barnase and CI2 also approximate
random coils with weak local interactions [5,6].
The folded state
In contrast to U, the native folded (N) state usually con-
sists of a single conformation that is structurally inde-
pendent of conditions, except for varying degrees of
flexibility. The energy surface in conformational space
must have a narrow minimum at the N conformation.
The interactions that stabilize the N state are intrinsically
weak in the presence of water, but many stabilizing
interactions are simultaneously present and they cooper-
ate to produce a stable structure (Fig. 1). The stabilities
of such interactions can be measured directly only in
the case of disulphide bonds [7]: those of bovine pan-
creatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) have been found to be
103 -10 6 -fold more stable in the N state than when
Fig. 1. Cooperativity in protein folding. Schematic illustration of
entropic cooperativity between two interactions A and B, with
respective equilibrium constants KA and K in the unfolded
polypeptide chain (U). If both interactions can be present simul-
taneously, the presence of one will increase the proximity of the
other pair of potentially interacting groups and less conforma-
tional entropy of the polypeptide chain will need to be lost for
them to interact. Consequently, each interaction will be stronger
when the other is also present, by the factor Coop. The effect
must be mutual, due to the thermodynamic requirement that
there be no free energy change around such a cycle; therefore,
the two interactions are linked.
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formed independently in the unfolded, reduced protein.
The cooperativity between each pair of the three native
disulphide bonds of BPTI that occurs during disulphide
folding is known; the factor Coop of Figure 1 varies
between about 1 and 2.5 x 103, depending upon how
much the conformation changes.
The cooperativity of the N state of globular proteins is
also indicated by its usual all-or-nothing unfolding reac-
tion, N-)U, both at equilibrium and kinetically; once
unfolding is initiated, it goes rapidly to completion. The
most important aspect of folding is to acquire this coop-
erativity, which is nearly non-existent in the U state. It is
at its greatest when a folded conformation is stabilized;
once the N conformation is adopted, the cooperativity
appears to be fixed.
Experimental observations of folding
Folding of small, single-domain proteins can be rapid,
occurring on a time-scale of 10-2 seconds, unless there
are intrinsically slow transitions in the U state [8]. In their
absence, all the U molecules are usually observed to fold
at the same rate, although each probably had a different
conformation at the start of folding [2]. Such folding
usually occurs without a lag period, indicating that there
is a single rate-limiting step; everything before and after
must be rapid. The rate of folding depends only upon the
final folding conditions, not on the initial U protein.
These observations suggest that there is rapid equilibra-
tion of all U molecules prior to the rate-limiting step,
and that all use the same rate-limiting step. Parallel rate-
limiting steps are apparent only when the U state has
mixtures of cis and trans peptide bonds, or intact disul-
phide bonds [9], which probably also prevent rapid equi-
libration of all the U molecules. In general, the rate of
folding varies uniformly with the conditions, indicating
that the mechanism of folding does not change substan-
tially. Fersht and colleagues [10,11] have now been able
to demonstrate with both barnase and CI2 that in each
case there is a single rate-limiting step used by essentially
all the molecules.
Some unfolded proteins, such as barnase [5,6], rapidly
adopt partially folded conformations upon being placed
under refolding conditions, whereas others, such as CI2,
do not. CI2 remains unfolded under refolding conditions
and kinetically has two states, U and N, with no distin-
guishable intermediates detectable [12]. The presence of
a stable intermediate does not increase the rate of folding
- CI2 folds more rapidly than barnase - and is not
required for rapid folding. The important kinetic inter-
mediates that are presumed to be responsible for rapid
folding must be very unstable, unfolding more rapidly
than they are generated, and are undetectable.
Similar observations have been made with protein fold-
ing pathways that are coupled to disulphide-bond forma-
tion, where the intermediates can be trapped, character-
ized and their kinetic roles established unequivocally [7].
Fig. 2. A simple explanation of why the nature of the transition
state for folding appears to vary as the stability of N is altered by
mutation. Greatly simplified free energy surfaces for the U and N
states are shown, along the one-dimensional 'reaction coordi-
nate' (in reality, the energy surfaces should not be smooth and
should be represented in multi-dimensional conformational
space, rather than with a one-dimensional reaction coordinate).
The mutation to N* is assumed to alter only the absolute free
energy of the N state energy surface. The transition state (t) is
depicted as being where the energy surfaces of the U and N states
intersect. As a mutation destabilizes N, the transition state moves
along the reaction coordinate to become more like the N state.
BPTI has a partly folded disulphide intermediate that
helps to increase the rate of folding somewhat, but other
reduced proteins do not. Even the partly folded interme-
diate of BPTI probably unfolds somewhat before folding
is completed [13].
The transition state for folding and unfolding
The free energy of the transition state determines the rate
of a reaction, for it is the least stable species along the
reaction pathway, the one with the highest free energy
(Fig. 2). This makes the transition state the least de-
tectable species - it must be characterized indirectly by
the effect on the reaction rate of varying either the con-
ditions or the protein. The few such early studies of the
transition state in protein folding had indicated that it is
very similar to the N state in its compactness and surface
area exposed to solvent, although expanded and distorted
somewhat [2]. These conclusions have recently been
reinforced by Chen and Matthews [14].
The energetics of the interactions present in the transi-
tion state have now been investigated by mutagenic re-
placement of residues in both barnase and CI2 [1,12]. In
the case of CI2, virtually all the interactions in the N state
are substantially weakened in the transition state: in the
direction of folding, all the N-state interactions and both
secondary and tertiary structure become stabilized only
after the rate-limiting step. The situation is somewhat
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different in the case of barnase, where some interactions
are nearly fully formed in the transition state and others
are barely detectable [1]. The barnase transition state is
similar to its partly folded intermediate, with only a few
interactions strengthened. The folding of barnase ap-
pears to involve the generation of cooperative stabilizing
interactions between modules of partly structured ele-
ments, whereas CI2 behaves more like a single module
[12]. The nature of the barnase transition state has been
shown to vary slightly as the stability of the N state is
altered by mutation [11,15]; the less stable is the N state,
the more similar the transition state is to it. This can be
understood if the transition state is simply where the
free energy surfaces of the U and N states intersect in
conformational space (Fig. 2).
Assembly of protein fragments
It has long been known that a folded protein can often
be cleaved into two or three fragments, yet retain the N
conformation and, more remarkably, be able to refold to
it [16]. Do the individual fragments transiently adopt
their N-like conformations so that they can recognize
each other and then assemble? What about the assembly
of dimeric proteins, such as the Trp repressor, where the
two subunits are so intertwined in the N state that they
seemingly must unfold before dissociating and would
seem unlikely to be able to adopt an N-like conforma-
tion individually? If so, how do they recognize each
other to reassemble? These questions have now been
answered by Fersht and colleagues [17-19] for both CI2
and barnase by studying the association and folding of
two fragments, using the same techniques as with the
intact proteins. In both cases, the transition state for the
assembly reaction is remarkably like that for folding of
the intact protein. Therefore, the cooperative folded
structure is assembled only as the two fragments associate.
The ratio of the rate constants for the folding reactions
of the intact protein and of the two fragments, one uni-
molecular and the other bi-molecular, gives the effective
concentration of the two fragments when linked in the
intact protein in the U-state [16]. This parameter simply
reflects the entropic cost of fixing two independent
molecules in the bimolecular case, and should have a
similar value with different proteins and fragments. Its
value for CI2 of 1.4 x 10-2 M (53 s-1/3.7 x 103 s- 1 M- l )
is typical for unfolded proteins, consistent with the
unfolded segments being the reactive species in both the
intact protein and with the fragments.
In the case of barnase, however, the corresponding rate
constants of about 10 s- and 1 x 105s-lM-1 [19] give a
ratio of 1 x 10- 4 M. This low value indicates that some
minor form of the unfolded intact protein participates in
folding. Folding of intact barnase is slowed by the pres-
ence of the stable intermediate; the extrapolated rate that
would be expected in its absence, 4 x 103 s- 1, gives about
the expected effective concentration, 4 x 10-2 M. This
is consistent with the unfolded protein, rather than the
stable intermediate, being the folding-competent species.
Fig. 3. The cooperativity produced by the simultaneous presence
of multiple weak interactions. In this simplified example, up to
10 interactions are possible in the fully folded state. A single
interaction in the unfolded polypeptide chain has an equilibrium
constant of 10-4 and each additional interaction occurs in a
defined sequence and is 10-times stronger than the preceding
one as a result of cooperativity. (a) The equilibrium constant, Ki,
for forming the Ath interaction. (b) The overall equilibrium con-
stant, Knet,i, for the th species, which defines the free energy of
the species i relative to that of U: AGnet, i=-RTIn Knet.i (right
scale). With increasing number of interactions, the value of Knet i
decreases, and the species become less stable, until Ki is greater
than unity. The overall equilibrium constant, Knet i, then
increases but becomes greater than unity, and the folded struc-
ture becomes stable, only when all 10 interactions are present
simultaneously. The overall transition state for folding would
occur during formation of the 5th interaction. The dashed line
indicates the free energy of the species with no cooperativity
between independent interactions, and the arrow indicates the
magnitude of the stabilizing interactions in the folded state result-
ing from cooperativity. The kinetic barriers to each step are not
indicated. Adapted from [161.
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General implications for protein folding
All of these observations indicate, most simply in the
case of CI2, that the cooperativity responsible for the
stability of the N conformation and for the strength of
its stabilizing interactions is generated throughout the
folded structure in the transition state for folding. One
way of describing how cooperativity arises in an un-
folded protein is suggested by Figure 1 and illustrated in
Figure 3. Within the unfolded state, individual inter-
actions are weak, being formed rapidly and disrupted
even more rapidly. Species with multiple interactions will
be even less frequent, but those that can form coopera-
tive structures will be stabilized preferentially. They will
still be very unstable, however, and further interactions
will increase the stability of the partly folded species only
when the cooperativity increases to the extent where the
equilibrium constant for the formation of further inter-
actions is greater than unity. Completion of folding is
then energetically favourable and will occur rapidly. The
folding process therefore acts by stabilizing conforma-
tional tendencies present in the U state, but only those
that stabilize others, as observed with BPTI [20].
This very simple model is consistent with the experimen-
tal observations of protein folding described above. It is
overly simplistic, in that it assumes all interactions are
identical and have the same cooperativity. In reality, some
sets of interactions will be more cooperative locally and
favoured, such as those in cx helices; this is more apparent
with barnase than with CI2. The model also implies step-
wise acquisition of the interactions, so that the transition
state has only about half the final interactions, whereas it
would be more realistic to envisage most of the inter-
actions to be present, but weakened, in the transition state.
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